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TIME CHANGES FOR Rn FLOWS
AND SUSPENSIONS

HARVEY B. KEYNES AND MICHAEL SEARS

We examine properties of flows on compact metric spaces under
multi-parameter real actions (i.e., the acting group is R"), and the impact
of changes of action (time changes) and conjugacies to other flows.
These concepts are carefully studied in the case of R'-suspensions and a
basic framework for the internal structure of suspensions is developed.
The structure of minimal R" flows which are conjugate to an equicon-
tinuous flow is examined using suspensions, and these flows are shown to
be either weak-mixing or equicontinuous under suitable assumptions.
Basic properties for the cohomology of time changes are also developed,
with the major result indicating when time changes on equicontinuous
minimal flows are cohomologous to constant time changes, and the
structure of those time changes which themselves yield equicontinuous
flows.

1. Introduction. A flow (X,T, ) is a compact metric space X acted
upon by a topological group T. The action of / e T on x e X is denoted
by x t. In this paper we are mainly concerned with the properties of, and
relationships between flows which are conjugate. Time changes and con-
jugacies have been investigated for real flows; our object is to develop an
appropriate theory for flows where the acting group is RΛ. We will
concentrate on those areas where the development of the theory for Rn is
different to that for the reals R and merely mention situations where there
is a straightforward extension.

Section 2 is concerned with developing a framework for the study of
R" suspensions and time changes of them. Section 3 studies those flows
which are time changes of equicontinuous flows (so called harmonizable
flows [5]). This also motivates the investigation of uniformly continuous
time changes which turn out to preserve equicontinuous type conditions.
Section 4 is concerned with cohomology of R" cocycles and relations with
suspensions and time changes.

Two flows (X, Γ, •) and (7, Γ, *) are said to be conjugate if there
exists a homeomorphism h from X onto Y which takes orbits onto orbits
i.e. h(x - T) = h(x)*T. For convenience we will always take Y = X and
we are only concerned with the case T = R" for some n>\. We will also
assume throughout that both actions and * are free. It is clear from the
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definition that we can find functions θ and φ from X X Rw to R" which
are related to the conjugacy map h by h(x θ(x, t)) = h(x)* t and
h(x 0 = h(x)* φ(x, t). Furthermore θ and φ satisfy (i) θ(x, t + s) =
θ(x,t) + θ(x - θ(x,t),s) (the time change equation), (ii) φ(xyt + s) =
Φ(JC, t) + φ(x ί, 5) (the cocycle equation), (iii) φ(jc, 0(JC, /)) =
θ(x,φ(x,t)) = /. Condition (iii) can be interpreted as θ and φ being
"inverses" of one another in the sense that for each x G X9 φ(x, •) and
^(JC, •) are inverses of each other. Thus φ(x, •) and θ(x, •) are one-to-one
and onto R".

1.1. PROPOSITION. Let θ and φ be the maps defined above. For each
x G X, 0(x, •) απJ φ(x, •) are homeomorphisms from Rn o«̂ o /tee//.
Furthermore, θ and φ are continuous as functions from X XRn onto Rn.

Proof. Let ε > 0 and let Dε be the open ball of radius ε about the
origin in R". Choose x e X and a local section S for (X, Rn, *) with
h(x) G 5*, the relative interior of S. Now, for δ > 0 sufficiently small,
S * * Dδ is open and we can find an open neighborhood U of x with
A (I/) c S * * Dδ. Thus we can find m > 0 such that JC Ί>m c [/ and so
h(x - Dm) c S* * Dδ. Now A(x 2)w) is a compact connected set and the
local section property guarantees that the projection of this set onto S is
compact, connected and countable, hence h(x). Thus h(x Dm) c
h(x)* Dδ and so φ(x, Z)w) c Z)δ which proves that φ(x, •) is continuous.
Applying the argument to h~ι yields the continuity of θ(x, •).

To prove joint continuity, fix x0 G X and ε > 0. If Sδ is the surface
of the ball Dδ, then A(x0 Z)ε) does not intersect h(x0 S2e) so choose
disjoint open sets Uo and t^ of these sets respectively. We can choose a
neighborhood Fof JC0 such that h(V Z)e) c t/0 and A(F)* φ(x0, S2ε) c
t/lβ Choose ίΓ > 0 such that sup{||φ(x,s)||; 5 G S2e} < K. Suppose we
can find x G F and ί G Dε such that \\Φ(x, Oil > ^ Since φ(xo> 0 i s a

homeomorphism and φ(xo,0) = 0, Φ(xo^S2e) is a closed surface in Rn

containing the origin. Since φ(x,0) = 0, φ(x,Dε) must intersect this
surface. Let t G i)ε and Λ1 G Sf

2β be such that φ(jc, ί) = φ(x0, s). Now
A(x 0 G Uo but h(x 0 = A(x)»φ(x,ί) = A(x)* φ(xo,5) G t/x which
is a contradicton. Thus φ(x, t) is bounded on F X De and we deduce that
φ is continuous on X X Z>δ for some 8 > 0.

Next note that φ( , /) is continuous for any fixed /. For we can write
t = NT where T G Dδ and observe that

J V - l

Σ φ(x (iT),T)

which is a sum of continuous functions in x.
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Finally suppose xn -» x and /„ -» t. Then φ(xrt, /„) = φ(χn, tn - t)

+ Φ(*Λ ( ' Λ -O,O-*0 + φ(*,o.
These remarks motivate the following definition.

1.2. DEFINITION. Let (X,R", •) be a flow, (i) A ί/me cΛαwge of the
flow is a continuous map 0: X X R" -> R" such that 0(;c, t + s) = 0(JC, ί)
4- 0(x 0(JC, t),s) (x e X; ί,5G Rw) and 0(x, •) is a homeomorphism
from R" onto itself for each x e X A time change 0 gives a new action *
of R" on X defined by x * t = x θ(x, t) called the time changed action
and the resulting flow will be denoted by (X, Rn

θ9 *) or just (X, Rn

θ). (ii) A
cocycle is a continuous map φ: X X Rw -> R" such that φ(x, / + s) =
φ(x, ί) + φ(x /, .y) ( x E l ; ί, 5 G RΛ) and φ(x, •) is a homeomoφhism
from Rn onto itself for each x e X (Note that this invertibility require-
ment is not always imposed—see, for example, [7]. It is convenient in
what follows to distinguish between a cocycle and a function from
X X Rn into Rn which satisfies the cocycle equation.)

1.3. REMARK. In the case of conjugate flows, the map θ determined by
the conjugacy h is the time change required on the original flow to make h
an isomorphism. The cocycle φ produced by h gives a new action on
(X,R", *) via φ(h~\x)9t) which makes it isomorphic to (X,R*, •)•

The following proposition indicates that the duality between the time
change and cocycle of a conjugacy holds in general. By the inverse of a
time change or a cocycle p we mean p(x, t)~ι = p^HO, where ρx(-) =
p(x, •) is the homeomorphism from Rn to R".

1.4. PROPOSITION. The inverse of a time change is a cocycle and the
inverse of a cocycle is a time change.

Proof. We show that the inverse of a cocycle is a time change. The
converse is similar. Let φ on X X Rn be a cocycle on the flow (X, Rrt, •)
and define the inverse map θ(x, t) = φ~ι(t) where φx is the homeomor-
phism φ(x, •) from Rn onto Rn. Note that θ(x, φ(x, 0) = ΦO, 0(.x, 0) = L

Thus

φ(x,0(x,ί + *)) = t + J = φ{x,θ(x,t))

+ φ{x θ(x,t),θ(x θ(x,t),s))

= φ(x,θ(x9t) + θ(x θ(x,t)9s))

so that θ(x, t + s) = θ(x, t) + θ(x β(x, ί)5 ̂ ) So we only need to show
that θ is continuous.
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Suppose xn -» x and tn -» t. Obviously if θ(xn, tn) converges, it must
converge to θ(x, t). So suppose ||β(jcn, tn)\\ -» oo. Define un =
φ(xn, θ(x, 0). Then un -> * and θ(xn, un) = 0(x, 0 Let εn = tn - un and
choose 0 < a < 1. Now φ(jcrt,0(xw, wn 4- aεn)) = un + aεn which runs
from un to tn as a runs from 0 to 1. Thus as θ(xn, •) is a homeomorphism
(for xn fixed), {θ(xnJ un + αεπ); 0 < a < 1} is a connected curve running
from θ(xn, un) to θ(xn, tn). Now for each n large enough choose an such
that | |0(X, un + flnεn)|| = ||fl(x, Oil + l We can obviously do this since
θ(xn,un) = θ{x,t) and ||0(.xw,^)|| -> oo. Choosing a subsequence, as-
sume that θ(xn, un -f anεn) -> Γ say. Then

but wΛ -> ί so εn -* 0 and thus iιπ + αrtεΛ -» ί. Thus T = 0(x, /), but
| |Γ| | = ||β(jc, Oil + 1 which is a contradiction.

2. R" suspensions. R. Ellis introduced the necessary ideas for sus-
pensions with general acting groups in [6]. We sketch the procedure for R"
flows. Consider a transformation group (K9Z

n, •) with K compact metric
and φ an Rw valued function on K X TLn which satisfies the cocycle
equation. Define actions of Zn and Rn on K X Rn by

m(k9t)s = (k - mj + s - φ(k9m)) (m e Zw; ί,5 e R " ; ί ε # ) .

These actions yield a bitransformation group ( Z " , ί X R n , R " ) and
(K X RyZw,R") becomes an Rn transformation group by identifying Zn

orbits of the bitransformation group. In an algebraic sense such flows
"are" suspensions, but one wants the phase space to be compact metric
and one intuitively feels that suspension flows should have nice behaviour
over fundamental domains. This requires additional assumptions on φ
which allow it to be extended to a cocycle on the identity suspension i.e.
the suspension generated by the map id: K X Zn -» Rn defined by
id(&, m) = m (k G K; m^Zn). We will denote this suspensison by
(Kίά9 Rn) and refer to it as the constant one suspension. Its elements will be
denoted (k, u) where k e K and u e [0,1)*.

We say that a continuous map φ: K X Zn -> Rn is & cocycle for a

suspension on (K, Zn) if

(i) φ(k,p + q) = φ{k,p) + φ(k p,q) (p9qe Zn\ k e K)

(ii) φ can be extended to a continuous map Φ: K X Rn -> R" (not
necessarily a cocycle) such that for every k e K, (a) Φ(fc, •) is a homeo-
morphism from RM onto itself, and (b) Φ(fc, m + υ) = Φ(k9 m) +

We will show that the above conditions are not as restrictive as they
appear. (See also [8].)
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2.1. REMARK. Essentially (i) and (ϋ) require that φ can be extended
to a cocycle φ from Kiά X Rn onto Rn. To see this define Φ((k, w), t) =
Φ(A;, t + u) - Φ(A:, u). We will denote the resulting transformation
group by (Kφ,R

n). In this case Kφ is a compact metric space. For if π:
K XR" -* Kφ is the canonical projection then, by (ii) (b), π(K X B) =
1^ where B = Φ(K X [0,1]") which is a compact set in Rw. Thus we only
need to check that Kφ is Hausdorff. This follows if for any sequence {k t)
in K, φ(ki9 mt) -> oo as \\mj\\ -» oo. But otherwise we can find sequences
{A;,} in K and {mj in Zn with ΦίA:,, m£) -» ι?, A:, -» A:, and then if 0 is
the inverse time change of φ,

mt = ^ ( ( ^ , 0 ) , φίίfc^O),!!!,)) = *((*„<)),•(*„ in,)) - β((A:,O),ι;)

which is obviously false.
It will be convenient to use the notation (k, ύ) for points of Kφ

(k e K\ « G [ 0 , 1 ) " ) and to regard the action over each base point as
given by Φ i.e. (k, ύ) = (A:, 0) Φ(k, u).

2.2. PROPOSITION. Let (Kφ,R
n) be α suspension. If θ is the inverse

time change to the cocycle φ of the previous lemma, then (Kφ,R
n, •) is

isomorphic to (J^id,R^, *). Hence every R" suspension is a time change of
the constant one suspension. Moreover, any time change of (Kφ,R

n) is a
suspension over (K,Zn).

Proof. It is clear that the map π from (Kφ,R
n) to (Kid,R

n

θ) defined
by π(k, u) = (k, u) (where (k, u) represents the appropriate point in each
suspension) is a homeomorphism. Let t e R". π{(k, u) -1) = (k m,v)
where Φ(fc, u) + t = φ(k, m) + Φ(k m, v) = Φ(k, m + v), m (= Zn and
ϋ e [0, l)n. So ί = φ((k, u)9m + υ- u) and thus β((fc, u), t) = m + v -
u. Thus τr(A:, u)* t = (k, u) (̂(A:, w), /) = (A: m, y). So π is an isomor-
phism.

Now a time change of any suspension must be a time change of the
constant one suspension over the same base. We only need to show that a
time change θ of the constant one suspension on (K9Z

n) is a suspension
on (K, Zn). Let φ be the inverse cocycle to θ. Then Φ\KxZn is clearly a
cocycle for a suspension and, by the above, (Kφ,R

n) is isomorphic to
(Kid,R"6).

We have thus proved

2.3. THEOREM. An Rn flow is a suspension on a base (K,Zn) if and
only if it is a time change of the constant one suspension on (K,Zn).
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2.4. PROPOSITION. Let φ be a continuous map from K X Zn to Rn such
that φ(k, p + q) = Φ(k, p) + φ(k p, q) (/?, q G Zn\ k G # ) . Γλew φ w
α cocyclefor a suspension on (K,Zn) if and only if

(i) for each k <= K, φ(k, m) = 0 implies m = 0 (m G Z Λ ) .
(ii) α/iy bounded region in Rn contains Zn-bounded points of {φ(k,m);

m G Z"}, uniformly in k,
(iii) /or eαcλ k & K, if we choose a triangulation Θ o/fΛe seί {φ(&, m);

m G Z"} swc/z ίλfl/ /or eαc/ί m G Zn any two points in {φ(k,m + / ) ;
/ = Σ^==iaiei where ai is either 0 or 1} are connected by an edge, and if
/ G R " , /λe« t belongs to some member of Θ.

Proof. Assume that we have a function φ satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii).
Fix k G K and consider {φ(k, m); m ^ Z w } . The cocycle equation and
(i) ensure that all these points are distinct and (ii) and (iii) ensure that
they form a grid like set. We will inductively construct a collection of
solids which only overlap along appropriate common faces and which
cover R". For m G Z", let ||m|| = max1<l <n |m ι |.

Suppose that for each m G Zn with \\m\\ < N — 1 we have con-
structed a solid whose (not necessary piecewise linear) boundary includes
the points {φ(k,m + / ) ; / = Σ"==1aiei where each at is either 0 or 1).
Furthermore these solids overlap only along appropriate common faces
and their union is simply connected and contains no other points of
Φ(k,Zw), i.e. no points other than {φ(k, m): \mt\ < N — 1 or mi = N).
In other words we have constructed a "tiling" of R" with each "tile"
based at φ(k, m) for ||m|| < N — 1. We can obviously do this for N = 1.
However, provided we construct them in the correct order, the solids to be
added for ||m|| = N each have at least one face in common with an
existing solid. Thus these can be constructed to satisfy the required
conditions by taking care to include no points of φ(k,Zn) except the
appropriate boundary points as indicated above (using (ii)) and so that no
"holes" are left between a newly added solid and the existing ones. Using
(iii), this procedure can be done in such a way that the solids will
eventually cover Rn. The continuity of φ and uniformity in (ii) enables us
to do this process for each different orbit so that the tiling depends
continuously on K.

We now select a collection of homeomorphisms {At\ I e K) such
that Aj maps [0,1)" onto the "half open" solid with "vertices" {φ(/,/);
/ = ΣJι

iί=ιaiei and each α, is either 0 or 1} in such a way that A^G) = 0,
the maps Aι agree on common faces, and so that {A^ I e K) depends
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continuously on K. We now define Φ(ky t) = φ(k, m) -f Ak.m(u) where
t e Rn, k e K9 m e Zw, w e [0, l) w and ί = m + w. It is clear that Φ
satisfies the required conditions and one can show continuity from the
construction.

Conversely, suppose that φ is a cocycle for a suspension. Since
Φ(Λ:, •) is a homeomorphism from Rn onto Rn which extends φ, we
immediately have (i) and (ϋ) (see 2.1). Consider {φ(k, m)\ m e Z"} and
choose a triangulation Θ of the right type. It is easy to see that the union
of these solids, P say, is a simply connected set in Rw. Suppose P Φ R"
and choose a component C in Φ~ι(k, ΉP). Now if & is the set of planar
faces of the simplices in Θ, then C π U ρ e i r Φ " 1 ( ^ β ) = 0 . If C is
unbounded, then one can argue from the required form of Θ to a
contradiction of the continuity of Φ(k, •). But if C is bounded Φ(k, C) is
bounded and separated from the rest of ΉP which contradicts P being
simply connected. Thus P = Rn and so (ϋi) holds.

2.5. REMARK. The three conditions in Proposition 2.4 are natural,
ensuring that φ is not degenerate and that its range is a "grid" in R". (i)
and (ii) imply that φ(k, •) is a homeomorphism from ZM onto φ(k,Zn).
Thus 2.4 justifies the definition of a cocycle for a suspension.

In real suspensions we have linear behaviour in each fundamental
domain. If we wish to maintain this for R" suspensions, we would need to
ensure that the homeomorphisms Ak can be chosen to be piecewise linear.
Essentially this requires the vertices of each solid to be the vertices of a
non-degenerate poίytope. In this case we can choose a suitable trianguίa-
tion of this solid and define Ak as a linear map over each triangle from the
corresponding triangulation of [0,1]n. However, this apparently requires
more stringent conditions on the original function φ.

An approach to characterising suspensions is in terms of continuous
functions from the phase space to the circle group K. In the case of real
actions, a flow is a constant suspension exactly when we can find an
eigenfunction / for it (since then /~1(1) is a global section). For noncon-
stant suspensions the situation is a little more complex. P. D. Humphries
noted in [7] that if / is any continuous function from X to K then there is
a unique function φf: I X R - ^ R satisfying the cocycle equation such
that f(x t) = exp(2Tπφ/ t, t))f{x). We then have

2.6. LEMMA. (X, R) is a suspension if and only if there exists a function
/: X -> K such that φf(x, t) Φ 0 for t Φ 0. {Such functions f will be called
pseudo-eigenfunctions and φf a pseudo-eigenvalue.)
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Proof. If the condition holds then for each χ9 φf(x9 •) is either
increasing or decreasing and one can argue that it is in fact a homeomor-
phism. Thus φf is a cocycle and under the action given by the inverse time
change / becomes an eigenfunction. Thus (X, R) is a suspension.

Conversely if we have a suspension (Xg,R) over (X, σ) say, then the
function f(x, ύ) = exp(2ττ/w/g(x)) (0 < u < g(x)) is a pseudo-eigenfunc-
tion since φf((x9 u), t) = v/g(σmx) - u/g(x) 4- m where v and m satisfy
u + t = ΣTJo

l g(^x) + v,0<v< g(σmx), and m e Z.

We now extend this approach to R" actions. Let (X, Rn) be a flow and
/: X -* Kn continuous with an induced function φf: X X R" -» R" satis-
fying the cocycle equation as in the real case, φj exists by considering the
components of / and interpreting f(x t) = exp(2πiφf(x, t)) -f(x) as
fj(x - t) = exp(2ττ/(φ/)(jc, t))fj{x), and using the contractibility of Rn.
(See [7].) As in the real case we call / a pseudo-eigenfunction if φf(x, t) Φ 0
for / Φ 0.

2.7. THEOREM. (X>Rn) is a suspension if and only if it has apseudo-ei-
genfunction f: X -> Rn.

Proof. Suppose we have a pseudo-eigenfunction /. Fix x e X. Ob-
serve that the condition φf(x, t) Φ 0 for t Φ 0 immediately implies that
Φj(x, -) is one-to-one. We will prove that Φf(x, •) is actually a homeomor-
phism onto Rn. Then φf is a cocycle and if θ is its inverse time change, we
have f(x θ(x, t)) = txp(2πit)f(x) which makes / an eigenfunction (into
Kn) for (X,Rn

θ). This implies that (X,Rn

θ) is a constant suspension (see
Theorem 3.3) and the result follows by Theorem 2.3. Let Sε = {t e Rn;
\\t\\ = ε} and fi£ = {/GRn; ||/|| < ε}. Since φf(x, •) is one-to-one,
φŷ ίx, SJ is a closed surface with the origin in its interior and φf(x, Se)
shrinks to the origin continuously as ε -» 0. So given ε > 0, for each

G l w e can find my > 0 with Bm c φ^(;;, 5ε). The compactness of X
guarantees that m = infyGXmy> 0 so that Bm c φf(y, Bε) for every
J G I Now let / e Rn and write / = /Γ where T <Ξ Bm and / e Z+ .
Inductively construct 5,. G f i £ ( θ < ί < / - 1 ) such that

\ \ ί-0

Now Φ/(.x:,Σί~o'sι) = ' a n ( ^ s o Φf(x> ') i s o n t o ^ Λ Also
5 — / = v say and *; e Bm9 then if Φ (̂JC, ί') = / we can find u e Bε with
Φ^(x, ί' + u) = s. Thus ||φ/~

1(x, t) — Φfι(x, s)\\ = \\u\\ < ε. We deduce
that Φf\x9 •) is continuous and so φf(xy •) is a homeomorphism.
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Conversely if (X, W) is a suspension, then by Theorem 2.3 it is a time
change of the constant suspension and any eigenfunction into Kn for the
constant suspension becomes a pseudo-eigenfunction for (X, R").

3. Harmonίzable flows and uniformly continuous time changes. A
flow (X, R", •) is called harmonizable if it can be time changed to an
equicontinuous flow. J. Egawa [5] used a study of uniformly continuous
time changes to show that every minimal harmonizable real flow is either
equicontinuous or weak mixing. I. U. Bronstein [1] investigated the real
case by using strong connectedness assumptions on the phase space. We
generalise to Rw flows by analysing harmonizable flows in the context of
suspensions. To illustrate this approach we will first give the suspension
proof for the real case. Note that we use the notation (Xf, R) for the real
suspension of the discrete flow (X, σ) under a continuous suspending
function /: X -* (0, oo) rather than the cumbersome (Xφ, R, •) where φ is
the induced cocycle φ(x, m) = Σ™^1 f(oιx).

3.1. LEMMA. If a suspension (Xf, R) is equicontinuous then the discrete
base flow (X,o) is equicontinuous.

Proof. Let d be a metric on Xf and regard X as embedded in Xf.
Given δ > 0 and η > 0 (sufficiently small and satifying η
< \ infxeXf(x)) there exists ε > 0 such that for any x G l the ball of
radius ε about x in Xf is contained in the neighbourhood {y e X;
d(x,y) < 8} -(-η,η). Let £ > 0 be such that if d(x, y) < ξ then
d(x t, y 0 < ε for all t e R and x j e Xf. Let x, y <= X be such
that d{x, y) < ξ and let tn e R be such that x tn = σnx. Now since
d(x tn,y tn) < ε, d(y (tn + ηn), σnx) < δ where y(tn + ηn) e X
and \ηn\ < η. It remains to show that y (tn + ηn) = σ"y for each n e Z.
Since ί0 + η 0 = 0 (obviously), let « be the first integer (say positive) such
that y - (tn 4- ηn) Φ σny. Then we can find sn with ^_ x + ηn_λ < sn< tn

+ η π such that y sn = σny and, as above, x (sn + η') ^ X for some
|τj'| < η. But since η r < \MxeXf(x), sn = tn- η' or sn = tn_x - η'
which is a contradiction.

3.2. THEOREM (/. Egmva [5], /. U. Bronstein [1]). L<?/ (X,R) &> a
minimal harmonizable real flow. Then (X, R) is either equicontinuous or
weak mixing.

Proof. If (X, R) is not weak mixing then it is isomorphic to a constant
suspension. For if g is an eigenfunction from X onto the unit circle, then
Y = g - 1 ( l ) is a global section for X (i.e. a local section, intersected by
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every orbit, which swells under a small open time interval to an open set).

The first return map σ to Y makes (X, R) isomorphic to a suspension

built over the discrete flow (7, σ) by the constant suspending function 1.

Since (X,R) can be time changed to an equicontinuous flow, (Yf,R) is

equicontinuous for some suspending function /. Thus (Y,o) is equicon-

tinuous by Lemma 3.1 and so (X,R) (which is isomorphic to (Y^R)) is

also equicontinuous.

We next obtain an R" version of this theorem. The ideas of this

section are closely related to the analysis of D. F. De Riggi and N. G.

Markley in [2] and [3]. We use Kn to denote the n torus.

3.3. THEOREM. Let (X,Rn) be a free minimal flow with a locally free

maximal equicontinuous factor. Then (X, Rn) is a constant suspension.

Proof. Let the maximal equicontinuous factor be (Z, R") and let h be

a homomorphism from (X,Rn) onto (Z,RW). Since (Z,R", •) is minimal

and equicontinuous we can find a continuous group homomorphism θ:

Rn -> Z such that z t = zθ(t). Let χl9..., χn be non-trivial independent

characters on Z and define H: X -> Kn by H(x)j = Xj(h(x)). Also let

Tl9...9Tn be linear maps from Rn to R such that e

2wiTJ(0 = Xj(θ(t)).

Then i/(jc ί ) y = e2πiTJ(t)H(x)j. If we choose a basis *!,.. .,*„ for R"

then we can write {7}} as a matrix T and H(x 0 y = e2"KTt)jH(x)j. In

fact we can choose the basis so that T has the form Ttj = 0 for j > i and

Tέj = TH for 7 < z. For initially choose tx such that Xi^(^) Φ 1, then

ί2 e ker(7\) with χ 2 β ( ί 2 ) # 1, /3 e ker(7\) Π ker(Γ2) with χ 30(/ 3) ^ 1

and so on. This gives T a lower triangular form with non zero diagonal

entries. Now, starting with tn, replace each tk in turn by tk + oίk+ιtk+1

+ + α Λ / Λ . Clearly the new vector ^ still satisfies the required condi-

tions for the triangular form of the matrix and we choose ak+l9...9an to

satisfy

0
ιn-l,k + 2

Tn,k + 2

Tn-l, n-\

^ w - l , w - l

This gives the required form to the matrix T.

n,n-l n,n)

- τL

a•k + l

a n-l

ιn-\,k
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Now Γ = H~ι(l,..., 1) is clearly a global section and it is the base
for a constant suspension, for if xt e Γ where x e Γ then ϊ r e Zn and
so each /,. e (1/T/;)Z which gives the appropriate Zn action on Γ. Thus
(X, Rn) is isomoφhic to (Tk9 R

n) for constant suspending function

22

3.4. REMARK. In the terminology of [2], the condition that we have a
locally free maximal equicontinuous factor is equivalent to the flow
(X, Rn) having zero shear. Note that we can partially extend Theorem 3.3
in the sense that if we have a factor free in p directions—say
(Kp

9 R^)—then we have an R^ suspension over a base flow (X/Kp

9R
n~p)

(cf. Theorem 2.1 of [3]). We simply obtain a homomoφhism /: X -> Kp

and use /"Hi) with a n appropriate p X p submatrix in the above proof.

3.5. LEMMA. Let φ be a cocyclefor a suspension on (Γ, Zn). // (Yφ, R
n)

is equicontinuous, then (Y, Zn) is equicontinuous.

Proof. Using the notation of Lemma 3.1, we note, as in that proof,
that ||φ(jc, m) - φ(y, m)\\ < 2η and so, in (7, Z"), d(x m, y m) < 8
for all m E Z" which gives the result.

Note that for minimal real flows, any non-trivial equicontinuous
factor is locally free. Thus the following theorem generalizes Theorem 3.3.

3.6. THEOREM. Let (X, Rn) be a harmonizable minimal flow with locally
free maximal equicontinuous factor {i.e. (X,Rn) has zero shear). Then
(X, Rn) is equicontinuous.

Proof. By Theorem 3.3 (Z,RW) is a constant suspension, (Yk9R
n), on

(Y, Z") say. Thus (Yk9 R
n) can be time changed to an equicontinuous flow

which is also a suspension on (Y, Z") by Theorem 2.3. The result follows
by Lemma 3.5.

3.7. REMARK. The following example shows that the requirement that
the maximal equicontinuous factor is locally free is necessary for R"
harmonizable flows.

Let (K2, R) be a minimal equicontinuous flow on the 2-torus. Let
(K, σ) be a minimal circle rotation and choose a suspending function /
such that (Kj9 R) is weakly mixing. Now (K2 X Kf, R2) is neither weakly
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mixing ((K2,R2) with a trivial second real action is an equicontinuous

factor) nor equicontinuous (it has proximal points). However it is

harmonizable via the time change θ((x, y9 z), (tl9t2)) = (tl9 θλ(z, t2)) where

θλ is the time change from (Kf, R) to (Kl9 R).

It is well known that time changes destroy equicontinuity type prop-

erties in general. However, in [5] the good behaviour of uniformly continu-

ous real time changes was exploited. Below we investigate this property

for R" Hows.

3.8. LEMMA. Suppose θ is a time change and φ is its inverse cocycle.

Then θ is uniformly continuous if and only if φ is uniformly continuous.

Proof. Suppose, for example, that θ is uniformly continuous. Then

\\Φ(x,t)-φ(y9t)\\ = \\φ(yθ(y9u)9ε)\\ where we write t = θ(x9u) and

ε = θ(x, u) — θ(y, u), and the result follows immediately.

3.9. THEOREM. Let (ΛΓ,RW, •) and (Y,R", *) be conjugate flows via a

conjugacy h with associated time change θ.

(1) // θ is uniformly continuous, then (X, Rn, •) is equicontinuous

(distal) if and only if (Y, R", *) is equicontinuous (distal).

(2) If both flows are minimal and equicontinuous, then θ is uniformly

continuous.

Proof. (1) Suppose (X9R
n

9 •) is equicontinuous and let ε > 0 be given.

Choose δ x > 0 such that dx(x, y) < 8λ implies dγ(h(x),h(y)) < ε for

x9y G X; 82 > 0 and η > 0 such that \\s\\ < η and dx(x9 y) < 82 implies

dx(x9 y - s) < δ1 for JC, y e X and s e R"; and δ3 < δ2 such that

dx(x, y) < δ 3 implies \\θ(x91) - θ(y91)\\ < η for all t e R" and x9 y <= X.

Choose δ 4 < δ3 such that dx(x, y) < δ4 implies dx(x - t9 y t) < δ3 for

all / G R" and i j e I , and finally choose δ > 0 such that

dY(h(x)9 h(y)) < 8 implies dx(x, y) < δ4 for all x9 y G X.

Now suppose x9 y G X with dx(x9y) < δ 4. Then for all / G R",

dx(x ^(JC, 0, y * 0(JC, 0) < δ3 and \\θ(x, t) - θ(y9 t)\\ < η so

dx(x θ(x,t)9 yθ(y,t))<81 and dγ(h(x)* t9 h(y)* t) < ε. Thus if

J C J E Γ and dγ(x9 y) < 8 then dY(x *t9y*t) < ε for all t G R". The

converse holds by Lemma 3.8.

Next suppose (X,R", •) is distal and let x j G l b e such that h(x)

and h(y) are proximal in (Y9R
n

9 * ) . So we can find {tn} c R" with

dx(x θ(x9 tn\ y - θ(y, tn)) -> 0. Let θ(x9 tn) - θ(y9 tn) = εn and assume

εn -> ε. (εn is bounded.) Now clearly dx(x θ(x, tn)9 y ( — ε) θ(x, tn))

-> 0 so JC ε = y. But now (Y, R", *) has a pair of proximal points on the
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same orbit which contradicts the assumption that it is free. The converse
is by Lemma 3.8 again.

(2) The proof of this (partial) converse to (1) for R" flows follows
exactly the proof for real flows (Theorem 1 of [5]).

3.10. REMARK. In fact, it is not necessary for h to be one-to-one in the
above theorem (provided, of course, that θ still exists with the right
properties). This observation allows us to deduce a proof of Theorem 3.6
along the lines used in [5]. For suppose (X, Rn) is minimal equicontinuous
and conjugate via H (with corresponding time change θ) to a flow (Y, Rn)
with zero shear i.e. whose maximal equicontinuous factor, (E, R") say, is
locally free. If m is the projection from (Y,Rn) onto (E,Rn) then π © H
satisfies the conditions described above and so θ is uniformly continuous
by Theorem 3.9(2). But then (7, Rn) is equicontinuous by Theorem 3.9(1).

4. Cohomology of cocydes and isomorphism. In the study of flows
obtained from a given flow by time changes, a natural question is to find
necessary and sufficient conditions on two time changes which will ensure
that the resulting flows are isomorphic. Two cocycles φλ and φ2

 o n a fl°w

(X, R", •) are cohomologous (written Φi ~ Φ2) if there exists a continuous
map g from X to Rn (which we call a transfer function) such that
Φλ(x, t) = g(x t) - g(x) + Φ2(x, t). It is obvious that ~ defines an
equivalence relation on the class of cocycles on (X,Rn, •)• Two time
changes are said to be cohomologous if their inverse cocycles are cohomol-
ogous. The following lemmas are straightforward and their proofs are
omitted.

4.1. LEMMA. Suppose that θλ and θ2 are cohomologous time changes on
a flow (X,Rn, •)- Then (X,R\, •) and (X,R\, *) are isomorphic.

4.2. COROLLARY. Let φx and φ2 be cocycles for suspensions on (X,Zn).
if Φi ~ Φi as Zn-cocycles then the suspensions (Xφi,R

n) and {X^Rn) are
isomorphic.

4.3. REMARK. φx ~ φ2 can be replaced in 4.2 by φλ weakly cohomolo-
gous to φ2 i.e. φx(x, m) = g(x m) - g(m) + Φ2(ax, m) (x e X\ m e
Zn) where a is an automorphism of (X, Zn).

4.4. LEMMA. Let θ be a time change on a flow (X,Rn). Then θ is
cohomologous to a constant time change {i.e. At for some appropriate
invertible constant n X n matrix A) if and only if we can find a continuous
function g: X -> R" such that θ(x, t) = g(x θ(x, t)) - g(x) + At.
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4.5. PROPOSITION. Let (X,Rn) be a minimal flow and φλ and φ2 be
cocycles on the flow. Then φλ is cohomologous to φ2 if and only if φλ — φ2 is
uniformly bounded on X X Rn.

Proof. Only sufficiency is non-trivial so suppose φλ — φ2 is uniformly
bounded. Form the space I X R " and define actions Rt and Lu on it by
Rt(x, s) = (x t,s + φt(x91) - φ2(x, 0) and Lu(x, s) = (x,s + u). It is
clear that these are commuting Rn actions. Now, by the assumption,
RRn(x, s) is bounded in X X Rn so choose a minimal set M in the closure
of this orbit. Let mx be the projection of M onto X (since X is minimal).
Now πfx(JC) is one point, (x, f(x)) say. For if (x, a) and (x, a + δ) G M,
then M = Lδ(M) which contradicts the compactness of M. Thus % is
actually an isomorphism and so / is continuous. Also

(x tj(x,t)) = π~ι(x t) = Rt(π-ι(x))

= (x tj(x) + φάx^t) - φ2(x,t))

so that / is the required transfer function.
The previous two results give

4.6. COROLLARY. Let (XvR
n) be a minimal flow and θ a time change

of it. Then θ is cohomologous to a constant time change At if and only if
θ — At is uniformly bounded on X X Rn.

If φx and φ2 are cocycles on X xRn then they are also cocycles on
X X Zn in the sense that they satisfy the cocycle equation. Prima facie
cohomology of φλ and φ2 depends on this interpretation but we can now
deduce that the difference is illusory if (X, Rn) is minimal. This also gives
an alternate proof of Corollary 4.2 if (X, Zn) is minimal.

4.7. COROLLARY. Let ( ^ R " ) be minimal. Then if φx and φ2 are
cocycles on X X RΛ, φx ~ φ2 if and only if φλ - φ2 as cocycles on X X ZM.

Proof.

l|Φi(*> 0 - Φi(x, t) II < ||Φi(x, m) - φ2(x, m) ||

+ | |Φi(x m,u) ~Φ2(x - m9u)\\

where t e R", m G Z W , U G [0, l)n and t = m + u. Thus φx - φ2 is
uniformly bounded if φλ ~~ φ2 as cocycles on X X Zn.

For any cocycles φx and Φ2> Φi ~ Φ2 uniformly bounded implies that

(HΦi - Φ2II/IIΦ2IIXO ̂  0 as \\t\\ -> 00 since ||φ2(x,0ll ^ 00. The next
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lemma shows that these conditions are equivalent for a class of cocycles
which includes the uniformly continuous ones.

4.8. LEMMA. Let (X, Rn) be a flow and let φλ and φ2 be cocycles on the

flow such that ||Φ, (x, 0 "" Φi(j% Oil ' J bounded independent of t for i = 1 or

2 . // (\\φx - φ 2 | | / | | φ 2 | D ( 0 ^ 0 ^ 11*11 "* oo t h e n φ λ - φ 2 i s uniformly

bounded on XX R".

Proof. For any function φ on X X Rn satisfying the cocycle equation
we have

m - l

φ(x9mt) = mφ(x9t) + Σ {φ(x-t9kt)-φ(x9kt)}
k = l

(x e X t e Rn;m e Z).

Now applying this formula to φ3 = φx — φ2 and choosing Kl9 K2 and
K3 such that

sup ||φ,(x, 0 - φάy, t) || < Kt (i = 1,2, or 3)

we get

\\φ2(x9 mt) || m\\φ2(x91) || + (m -

Since, for any t Φ 0, the left hand side of this inequality tends to zero as
m -> oo we must have ||Φ3(x, Oil ^ K3 f o r all x e X and t e R".

Note that in the proof it is adequate to have (\\φτ - Φ2||/||Φ2|D(0 "^ 0
if 1̂1 -> oo for every i = 1,..., n since then we deduce that \\φx - φ2\\ is
uniformly bounded over all / with all non-zero components and so over
all t by continuity.

As an application of these results we will deduce a theorem for
minimal Rn flows established by J. Egawa in [4] for real flows.

4.9. THEOREM. Let (X,Rn) be an equicontinuous minimal flow and
suppose θ is a uniformly continuous time change on X. Then θ is cohomolo-
gous to a constant time change.

Proof. We use the notation Vj(t) for the vector which has / E R a s its
j th component and all other entries zero. Let φ be the inverse cocycle of θ
and define Ft

ij(x) = φέ(x9 Vj(t))/t. {Ft

ij\t>\} is equicontinuous be-
cause φ is uniformly continuous.

[ί]-l

Φi{x,vj(t))= Σ Φi
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so that

\\Ft

J\\ < sup φ^x^vy

and thus {Ft

ij\ t > 1} is uniformly bounded. Also,

•Λ m — \

and since the action is equicontinuous l imi^ y (x) exists as m -> oo. It is

easy to deduce that \xmFt

iJ(x) exists as ί -> oo. Hence Ft

ij{x) converges

uniformly to a continuous real valued function a tj on X. Noting that X is

connected one can show that each atj is actually a constant. Let A be the

matrix ( α l 7 ) . Use the norm | |α| | = Σ ^ i K I on Rn. Then

\\φ(x,t)-At\\

\\At\\

for some appropriate matrix norm. Thus \\φ(x,t) — At\\/\\At\\ -> 0 as

every \tj\ -> oo. Noting the comment at the end of Lemma 4.8 and

applying Proposition 4.5 gives the result.

4.10. COROLLARY. Let (X,Rn) be an equicontinuous minimal flow and

let θ be a time change of it. Then (X,Rn

θ) is equicontinuous if and only if

(X,Rn

θ) is isomorphic to a constant time change of (Xy Rn).

Proof. Use Theorem 3.9(2), Theorem 4. 9 and Lemma 4.1.

We also clearly have

4.11. COROLLARY. Let φ be a cocycle for a suspension on a minimal

equicontinuous flow (X,Σn). Then (Xφ,Έin) is equicontinuous if and only if

φ is cohomologous to a constant cocycle i.e. if and only if (Xφ,R
n) is

isomorphic to a contant suspension on (X,Zn).

4.12. REMARK. Corollary 4.11 has some rather surprising conse-

quences for particular examples. Consider the 2-torus obtained by sus-

pending a circle with minimal rotation by a constant function. Let Γ be

any global section (so in general Γ may be a curve of degree (m,n) for
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any 0 < ra, n < oo). Let σ: Γ -> Γ be the first return map on Γ and let /:
Γ -» R be the first return time on Γ. Thus the original flow is realised as a
suspension (Γ,, R). Now (Γ1? R) is equicontinuous by Lemma 3.1. Thus t is
cohomologous to a constant.

Note that Corollary 4.11 classifies equicontinuous time changes of an
equicontinuous flow as constant time changes. However, even in the real
case, it is an open question in general as to which pairs of these constant
time changes give isomorphic flows i.e. what conditions on the matrices
will ensure isomorphism of the corresponding flows.
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